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Chapter 2728

Gaia recognized at a glance that the owner of this head was a martial artist in India.

He came here with Fen Tian. When Fen Tian met Lei Luo and the others, Gaia also met
with them.

Therefore, I naturally have some impressions of those people.

“Haha~”

“Yes.”

After discovering the head of the Indian warrior, Gaia flashed an inspiration, and a touch
of cunning flashed through his eyes.

Afterwards, Gaia kicked the head over and simply piled a grave for him under a nearby
tree.

At the same time, Gaia also engraved the words on the trunk: Kill me the Indian warriors,
this king will let you all the martial arts of all countries be buried!

“Haha~”

“Finish!”

“Brother Fentian, just wait for the surprise that I gave you, brother.”

After everything was done, Gaia took a look at his masterpiece with a sense of
accomplishment. After that, he stopped staying and went away again.

This time, Gaia never returned!

Finally, with the departure of Mark and others, this ancient tropical rain forest was
completely restored to its calm.

However, Gaia and the others don’t know, just a few days after they left, what kind of
turmoil has been set off in the entire martial arts world?



————

————

At first, the martial arts forces of various countries were waiting in the country for the
return of the warriors they sent.

After all, many countries have learned that during this trip to the Americas, several titled
masters have appeared.

Therefore, some domestic martial arts leaders naturally want to know the situation
urgently.

But waiting left and right, the warrior sent out to perform the task hasn’t returned
unexpectedly.

Using satellite phones to contact them, they could not be reached at all.

“I guess something happened on the way back.”

“hold on.”

“It really doesn’t work. Ask the warriors of other countries if you know the situation.”

In the Australian martial arts, some people have begun to worry about this matter.

“what?”

“The Philippine martial arts people also lost contact?”

“What about India?”

“Call the Indian side and ask them if they have any news.”

….

“what?”

“There is no news from the Indian warriors?”

…

“The cold country too?”

……

At the beginning, everyone didn’t care.



I only think that it is their people who may have encountered some trouble outside, and
they should be able to contact them soon.

However, if it is just a country of martial arts, it can be said that it is in trouble.

So the warrior teams of the two countries and the three countries have also lost contact?

In this case, it is estimated that fools can see that something has happened.

“There must be something wrong.”

“Quickly, immediately send a special plane to America to investigate the situation.”

“It is impossible for a team in such a country to lose contact at the same time for no
reason.”

“Something must have happened.”

….

For a time, the martial arts of many countries realized that there must be some
unexpected situation in the Americas.

Therefore, one after another sent working groups to the Americas to investigate the
truth.

The Amazon rainforest, which had been calm for a few days, once again became the
center of the storm.

Almost all the eyes of the global martial arts world converge here.

Workers from nearly a hundred countries have rushed into this ancient and vast
rainforest.

Moreover, even the Internet began to pay attention to this matter.

On the Wuzhe forum, the number one in the hot search list for several days is all
concerned about this matter.

….

“The horrific case of the 21st century: Why did the Jiu Xun old lady die naked on the
street? Why did the sow scream frequently in the middle of the night? Why did the
martial arts powerhouses of all countries disappear?”

“Is it the loss of morality, or the distortion of human nature?”

….



Chapter 2729

“In order to solve these confusing and unpredictable cases, I made a special trip to the
Americas to conduct on-site investigations.”

“The truth of all this will be revealed tonight.”

“Please keep paying attention to this post~”

This is the #1 popular post on the Wuzhe forum.

There are countless replies below, and warriors from all over the world are watching and
waiting for the post to update.

The entire warrior forum is very lively, the number of posts has skyrocketed dozens of
times than usual, and the number of online users has also repeatedly hit new highs.

After all, this is something that really concerns the interests of the martial arts of the
nations.

There are nearly a hundred warriors who have lost contact with each other, implicating
dozens of countries.

It can be said that this matter has become the number one outstanding case in the
international martial arts world this year.

Whether online or in reality, countless people are waiting for answers.

Remember in one second></p>

Not only the martial arts of various countries sent people to investigate, and even some
civil warriors, driven by curiosity, spontaneously searched for the truth in the Amazon
rainforest.

However, Amazon Yulin is so big, in such a large land, finding someone is undoubtedly
looking for a needle in a haystack.

Therefore, when entering, many people have been prepared for a long-term search.

However, to everyone’s surprise, they had just entered the rainforest and found a huge
ruin outside the rainforest.

At the moment when they saw the ruins, everyone here was stunned.

Everyone was pale, their pupils shrunken, and their pale faces were filled with endless
fear and panic.



I saw ravines on the ground ahead, and broken stones and broken trees were scattered
everywhere, just like a scene after the war.

Of course, this is not what makes everyone so scared.

Rather, in that gully, there were piles of stumps and pieces of meat, as well as broken
clothes and shoes.

When everyone arrived, there were even a few wild beasts eating their flesh and blood,
and the white bones were exposed.

Even though the scene has been destroyed by wild beasts, everyone can still judge
through the remaining limbs that these are human remains.

There were broken arms, half of the leg bones left, and the head buried in the ruins.

In addition, everyone also discovered that the earth here is actually red.

A strong bloody air came oncoming.

Even though it has been several days since the battle that day, the scene here is still
terrifying.

If only, purgatory!

“This~”

“This this..”

“Is it all… are all human?”

Seeing the scene before them, everyone gasped in fright.

Everyone looked pale.

Some female warriors were even more frightened, Huarong paled, and unconsciously
stepped back and hid behind the man.

“Oh my God!”

“What happened here?”

“Why, so many people will die?”

“And, who are these dead people?”

“Yes.. Are they those who lost contact?”



Someone was shivering and talking in a trembling voice.

They never dreamed that this hadn’t entered the rainforest yet, and they saw such a
terrible scene just in the periphery.

“Should… shouldn’t it?”

“The people we sent out are all well-known strong men in the martial arts world.”

“It’s a general titled master, if you want to destroy hundreds of transforming
powerhouses at once, it is by no means easy.”

“I guess these people should be natives here.”
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